Photoelectrochemical sensor based on quantum dots and sarcosine oxidase.
In this study, a photobioelectrochemical sensor for the detection of sarcosine is reported. For this purpose, CdSe/ZnS quantum dot (QD) modified electrodes are prepared and the oxygen-dependent photocurrent is evaluated under illumination. By using sarcosine oxidase (SOD), the photocurrent can be suppressed because of biocatalytic oxygen reduction. For the construction of a sensor, SOD is immobilised on the QDs by means of the polyelectrolyte poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH). Multi-layer systems have been built up to six bilayers through electrostatic interactions. The assembly can be verified by surface plasmon resonance measurements. By varying the number of layers, the influence of the amount of enzyme on the sensitivity of the sensor can be shown. The [SOD/PAH]6-layer system results in a signal change of 0.041% μM(-1) in the linear range from 100 μM to 1 mM of sarcosine.